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SERENE
AND 

BREEZY 

The unlikely pairing of minimalism and
beachy aesthetics creates a peaceful harbor

for family life. 
B Y  S A R A H  Y O O N

P H O T O G R A P H Y  B Y  B R E T  G U M
S T Y L E D  B Y  J I C K I E  T O R R E S

THE OLDEST HOUSE IN EL SEGUNDO, CALIFORNIA,
HAS OFFICIALLY MET THE MODERN AGE. WHEN DESIGNER ANNE

COLLARD PURCHASED THE 1906 HOME, IT WAS DESTINED FOR A FAM-
ILY-FRIENDLY SPRUCE UP. BUT WITH STRUCTURAL DEFECTS AND OUT-
DATED EARTHQUAKE SAFETY, THE HOME REQUIRED MUCH MORE. 

DÉCOR FLIP-FLOP. The
dining room chandelier
was purchased for the

stairway and the stairway’s
chandelier for the dining
room, “but it worked bet-
ter to do the opposite.”

Anne says. Sometimes you
need to test something out
in a few rooms until you
find the perfect pairing. 
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REMODELING TWISTS AND TURNS
The front of the house, which looks

very much as it always did, belies how
much space was added to the structure.
Aiming to keep the historic features of
the home without expanding the foot-
print in a way that would affect the
neighborhood, Anne and her team
instead built down into a slope—tucking
in a basement that gave the family much
needed square footage. But the exterior
is only one of a few hints of the home’s
history. Throughout the remodeling
process, more and more needed updat-
ing. “We had to replace three walls and
make them earthquake proof,” Anne says.
Though Anne focused on bringing the

house up to code, she also wanted it to
fit her family’s needs. “We found out a
month after we bought the house that I
was pregnant with our fourth child,” Anne
says. “So we had to add on another bed-
room.” This joyful addition brought an
unexpected twist to the renovation
process, as they worked hard to plan
everything well and acquire the neces-
sary permits along the way. “It was defi-
nitely a labor of love,” Anne comments.

COMFORTABLE CURRENTS
Anne wanted the home to be “a good

entertaining house but also a good kid
house.” To keep it simple, Anne combined
her two goals into one main agenda: “I
wanted a house that was very calm and
soothing to be in,” she says. “With a lot of
people living under the roof I didn’t want
to be tripping over everybody.” 

SIMPLICITY AND SERENITY. Varying
neutrals, from bright white to sandy
tan, give the sitting room a calming
aesthetic. A breeze through the win-
dow further heightens the open and
inviting atmosphere.

THE HOME’S OPEN-
NESS NOT ONLY
HELPS WITH 
PRACTICAL DAY-TO-DAY
USAGE, BUT ALSO
ENCOURAGES 
A TRANQUIL 
ATMOSPHERE. 
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The home embraces the ebb and flow
of guests along with the bustle of every-
day life. The French doors, wide deck and
many windows create a sense of flow.
The open spaces help everyone feel wel-
come. Even those spaces you might take
for granted, such as the path between
the kitchen island and the counters,
Anne adjusted to fit their lifestyle. “We
made everything much wider,” she
explains, creating a four-foot wide path
instead of the customary three. 

COASTAL TRANQUILITY 
The home’s openness not only helps

with practical day-to-day usage, but also
encourages a tranquil atmosphere. The

home is perfectly situated for a breezy,
beachy atmosphere. Since Anne leans
toward minimalism, she lets the color
palette speak for itself. White walls and
neutral details are prominent through-
out. A cobalt blue door creates an ener-
getic contrast that gets perpetuated in
striped rugs and oceanic artworks. Each
addition strengthens the parallel
between the home’s aesthetic and the
calming swell of the surf. 
The more obvious beachy elements

come through Anne’s personal history,
rather than a touristy look. She created
her own version of the coastal aesthetic.
“I grew up in Nantucket, so it’s kind of all
I know,” she says. “For example, the paint-

WORKING WITH STYLE. A simple
yet worn vintage desk proves that
your office space doesn’t have to
be cookie cutter. This small spot is
by the front window and perfect
for inspired work. 

TOP LEFT | CURATING THE COAST.
When collecting something as com-
mon as a shell, you can be as picky as
you want. Keep only the best for dis-
play and toss the rest into a craft bin
or back on the beach.

TOP RIGHT | CURATING DECORATING
WITH MEMORIES. A wooden fish is
yet another piece of family history
that melds perfectly with the home’s
aesthetic. “I got that at an antique
store about twenty-five years ago,”
Anne says.

BOTTOM LEFT | CENTRAL
COMMAND. A home desk gives Anne
space to organize life, from the kids’
schedules to party plans. Photo boxes
hide the miscellaneous clutter that
can so easily collect. 
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ANNE WANTED THE HOME TO BE “A GOOD ENTER-
TAINING HOUSE BUT ALSO A GOOD KID HOUSE.” TO
KEEP IT SIMPLE, ANNE COMBINED HER TWO GOALS
INTO ONE MAIN AGENDA: “I WANTED A HOUSE THAT
WAS VERY CALM AND SOOTHING TO BE IN,” SHE
SAYS. “WITH A LOT OF PEOPLE LIVING UNDER THE ROOF
I DIDN’T WANT TO BE TRIPPING OVER EVERYBODY.” 

VINTAGE COOKING. Choosing one focal
point helps anchor the design of an
entire room. “I wanted the center of

attention for the kitchen to be the stove,
and I wanted to see it when I walked into

the house,” Anne says. “It’s just like a
piece of jewelry. It’s so pretty.” 

ing over the fireplace is from a really well
known Nantucket artist.” Even the shells on
the mantel are from the historical
Massachusetts island. Since both she and
her mom collect shells, the display of shells
brings a bit of her own childhood into the
home as she raises her four children. 

A BLANK CANVAS
A well designed home can be both kid-

friendly and beautiful. Though you
wouldn’t guess it initially, the rugs
throughout the house are made from recy-
cled plastics. They’re durable enough to
take daily wear and be hosed off when
they get grimy. And since Anne’s aesthetic
is so minimal, it’s easy to keep the house
keep clutter free. No unnecessary knick-
knacks are poised to be knocked over and
broken; no competing colors blare out or
demand attention. 
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Minimalistic Décor 
Create a coastal look that feels natural to your home. 

Set the mood with colorS that reflect your experience
with the beach. “the whole feeling i wanted was to have it be very
calm,” anne says. She arranged a palette with shades of white and pops of
blue that evokes images of sand and surf. 

bring nature inSide. elements such as rocks, shells, indoor plants
and even bottled sand can give texture to the decor. if you sprinkle them
in, you will hint at a salty breeze without boasting of an overstated theme. 

poliSh the look with art. a few tasteful paintings or sculptures can
help set the atmosphere. anne’s sitting area is a restful retreat, embel-
lished by her fish carving and seascape painting. 

foSter your perSonal aeSthetic. whatever beachy elements
you draw into your home, build your aesthetic over time by bringing in
only the décor that really speaks to you. 

FAMILY HISTORY.
“That’s the painting that

my grandmother left
me,” Anne says. “It was
done by a student at the

private school in
Colorado where my

grandfather used to be
the headmaster.”
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“I FEEL LIKE KEEPING IT KIND OF
MINIMAL—IT’S LIKE ELIMINATING
THE NOISE IN YOUR HEAD, BUT
IT’S ELIMINATING THE NOISE IN
YOUR SPACE.”

Though the children’s walls are the only ones
in the house with color—Petal Pink and Sea
Foam by Benjamin Moore—their rooms are just
as serenely minimal as the rest of the house.
One caveat, however, offers a whole range of
aesthetic freedom. “I have a lot of art supplies
for them to do as much art as they can,” Anne
explains. It manifests in wall art, crafts, and
whatever her children want to create. She gives
them a blank canvas, creates a calm nurturing
environment and enjoys seeing where the
breeze will take them.    

S E E  S O U R C E S ,  P A G E  1 4 4 .

OPEN TO INTERPRETATION. A soft
shade of pink sets the little girl’s

bedroom apart from the rest of the
house. Anne left the room mini-
malistic as well, letting the walls
serve as a blank canvas for her

daughter’s creativity. 

TOP LEFT | STUDIO SPACE. As an artist
herself, Anne encourages her children to
play with color. She creates ample opportu-
nity to stretch imaginations and creative
abilities by setting up art stations and offer-
ing supplies. 

LEFT | MAKE YOUR OWN MURAL. Décor is
best when it’s personal. Anne drew the out-
lines of a rocket and a hot air balloon on
butcher paper and then colored them in
with her kids. 
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RELAXED RETREATS. The master bedroom pairs fresh greens with gray and
white. “The whole feeling I wanted was to have it be very calm,” Anne says. 


